We describe theoretically and verify experimentally a novel class of diffraction-free pulsed optical beams that are 'omni-resonant': they have the remarkable property of transmission through planar Fabry-Pérot resonators without spectral filtering even if their bandwidth far exceeds the cavity resonant linewidth. Ultrashort wave packets endowed with a specific spatio-temporal structure couple to a single resonant mode independently of its linewidth. We confirm that such 'space-time' omni-resonant wave packets retain their bandwidth (1.6 nm), spatio-temporal profile (1.3-ps pulse width, 4-µm beam width), and diffraction-free behavior upon transmission through cavities with resonant linewidths of 0.3-nm and 0.15-nm. arXiv:1912.00092v1 [physics.optics] 
Space-time (ST) wave packets constitute a broad family of pulsed optical beams endowed with a distinct feature: each spatial frequency is tightly associated with a particular wavelength [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In contrast, such an association is absent from traditional wave packets where the spatial and temporal spectra are typically independent of each other. By introducing precise spatio-temporal spectral structure into ST wave packets, unique and surprising characteristics emerge, such as propagationinvariant propagation [6, 7] , arbitrary group velocities in free space [2, 3, 8] , dispersion cancellation in optical materials [9, 10] , among other possibilities [11] [12] [13] [14] . Such wave packets have been studied theoretically for more than three decades [15] [16] [17] [18] , and particular examples have been realized experimentally [19] [20] [21] . We have recently introduced a novel phase-only approach to the synthesis of ST wave packets [22, 23] that enables precise control over the properties of ST wave packets, leading to the observation of arbitrary group velocities in free space (from 30c to −4c) [24] and in optical materials [25] , self-healing [26] , non-accelerating Airy wave packets [27] , and corresponding effects realized using incoherent light [28, 29] .
It is an open question how the spatio-temporal structure of such wave packets affects their interaction with photonic devices.
Here we show that tailoring the spatio-temporal spectral structure of a ST wave packet can render it 'omniresonant': it can traverse a planar Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonator without spectral filtering -even if the wave-packet bandwidth is larger than the cavity resonant linewidth. Critically, the entire wave-packet spectrum couples to the same resonant mode. We demonstrate this surprising behavior using wave packets of bandwidth 1.6 nm interacting with FP cavities having resonant linewidths of 0.3 nm and 0.15 nm at a wavelength of ∼ 800 nm. The spatio-temporal profiles and the diffraction-free behavior of omni-resonant ST wave packets remain unchanged after traversing the cavities. These results may lead to novel resonantly enhanced -and yet spectrally broadband -nonlinear optical processes, and may potentially enhance solar-energy harvesting [30] . * Corresponding author: raddy@creol.ucf.edu A planar FP cavity transmits light within a narrow spectral linewidth (inversely proportional to the cavityphoton lifetime) centered at the resonances. A narrow pulse traversing the cavity broadens in time after spectral filtering when its bandwidth exceeds the cavity linewidth [ Fig. 1(a) ]. An omni-resonant wave packet, on the other hand, is transmitted through the same cavity without spectral filtering or temporal broadening even if its bandwidth exceeds the cavity linewidth by virtue of the wave packet structure [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Our work is therefore distinct from so-called 'white-light cavities' [31] where a resonance is spectrally broadened by incorporating into the cavity a medium that provides anomalous dispersion (e.g., via Raman gain in an atomic vapor [32] , electromagnetically induced transparency [33] , or nonlinear Brillouin scattering [34] ). In fact, previous research has established the impossibility of producing this effect via linear intra-cavity components [35, 36] . In contrast, we do not modify the cavity, and omni-resonance instead results from a specific spatio-temporal structure introduced into the optical wave packet -whereas previous investigations of white-light cavities have ignored the transverse spatial structure of the field. We previously demonstrated omni-resonance using broadband incoher- ent light by introducing angular dispersion into the wave front [37, 38] , and have exploited this in boosting the photocurrent harvested by a cavity-embedded solar cell in the near-infrared [30] . In contrast, we show here that diffraction-free ST wave packets can resonate in a cavity and yet retain their diffraction-free behavior, transverse spatial size, temporal profile, and bandwidth independently of the resonance linewidth.
We first examine propagation-invariant ST wave packets in free space [22, 23] whose spatio-temporal spectral representations lie along the intersection of the light-cone k 2
x +k 2 z = ( ω c ) 2 with tilted spectral planes described by the equation ω c = k o + (k z − k o ) tan θ; here x and k x are the transverse coordinate and component of the wave vector, respectively, z and k z are their axial counterparts, ω is the (temporal) frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum, k o is a fixed wave number (k z = k o = ωo c when k x = 0), θ is the spectral tilt angle with respect to the k z -axis, and we hold the field uniform along y (k y = 0); see Fig. 2 (a). The critical feature to note is that each spatial frequency k x is associated with a single temporal frequency ω. Here the spectral projection onto the (k z , ω c )-plane is a straight line, indicating that the wave packet travels at an axial group velocity v g = ∂ω ∂kz = c tan θ and the wave packet envelope is transported rigidly in
Now consider a FP cavity consisting of a layer of index n and thickness d placed between two symmetric mirrors. Only plane waves whose axial wave number in the cavity k z belongs to a discrete set k m = mπ/d resonate, where m is the modal index (we place a prime on only k z because ω and k x are invariant). All such plane waves associated with the m th -order resonance lie along the intersection of the cavity-material light-cone k 2
x + k 2 z = (n ω c ) 2 with vertical iso-k z -plane (k z = k m ; i.e., θ = 90 • ), which takes the form of a hyperbola [ Fig. 2(b) ],
Critically, each k x is associated with a single ω. Therefore, a broadband pulse can resonate in its entirety with a cavity resonance even if its bandwidth exceeds the cavity linewidth as long as its spatio-temporal spectrum conforms to the hyperbola in Eq. 1.
The spectral representation in Fig. 2(b) is for the field inside the cavity. To couple a field from free space into the cavity, we transform this spectrum onto the freespace light-cone constrained by the invariance of ω and k x ; that is, while retaining the spectral projection onto the (k x , ω c )-plane to be that in Eq. 1 [25] . Such a transformation, however, changes the projection onto the (k z , ω c )plane from a straight line in the cavity [Fig. 2(b) ] into a section of an ellipse in free space [ Fig. 2(c) ],
In other words, the spatio-temporal spectrum of the wave packet in free space lies along the intersection of the lightcone with the curved surface described by Eq. 2. Because the projection onto the (k z , ω c )-plane is no longer a straight line, the wave packet undergoes group velocity dispersion in free space (but not in the cavity), with group velocity v g = − 1 n 2 −1 c and dispersion coefficient k 2 = ∂ 2 kz ∂ω 2 = − n 2 n 2 −1 c 2 k o , so that v g in free space is negative. Negative-v g ST wave packets have been studied theoretically [39] and realized experimentally [24] , and do not violate relativistic causality [40] [41] [42] We carried out our experiments using two FP cavities, each formed of symmetric Bragg mirrors sandwiching a 10-µm-thick layer of SiO 2 (index of n = 1.45 at a wavelength of λ = 800 nm, leading to a free spectral range of ∼ 22 nm) deposited via e-beam evaporation. The Bragg mirrors are formed of bilayers of SiO 2 and TiO 2 (thicknesses of 138 nm and 88 nm, and indices at λ = 800 nm of 1.45 and 2.28, respectively). One cavity (referred to hereon as Cav1) comprises mirrors containing 6 bilayers and the other (Cav2) 8 bilayers, leading to linewidths of Fig. 3(a,b) ].
We synthesized omni-resonant ST wave packets utilizing the setup in Fig. 3(c) [22, 23] . Pulses from a Ti:Sapphire laser centered at ∼ 800 nm are directed to a diffraction grating (Newport 10HG1200-800-1, 1200 lines/mm, area 25×25 mm 2 ) that spreads the spectrum in space, and a cylindrical lens (focal length f = 500 mm) collimates the spectrum and directs it to a spatial light modulator (SLM; Hamamatsu X10468-02). The SLM assigns to each wavelength a linear phase distribution corresponding to a prescribed spatial frequency k x ac-cording to the hyperbolic spatio-temporal relationship in Eq. 1 via the phase distribution shown in Fig. 3(c) . The phase-modulated wave front is retro-reflected back to the grating that reconstitutes the pulse and produces the ST wave packet, and two lenses then introduce a demagnification factor of 10× to compensate for spatial scaling at the SLM. Such a wave packet will be diffractionfree for a distance dictated by the 'spectral uncertainty' [42] , which is determined by the spectral resolution of the grating. To confirm that the desired spatio-temporal spectral structure has indeed been introduced into the wave packet, we measure simultaneously the spectral intensity after resolving the wavelengths via a grating and the spatial spectrum via a Fourier transforming lens. The measurements in the (k x , ω c )-plane are plotted in Fig. 3(d) , corresponding to Eq. 1, and in the (k z , ω c )plane in Fig. 3(e) , corresponding to Eq. 2, with excellent agreement between the measurements and the theoretical expectations.
The omni-resonance of this ST wave packet is confirmed by measuring the wave packet spectra after transmission of the same ST wave packet through Cav1 [ Fig. 3(f) ] and Cav2 [ Fig. 3(g) ], and comparing them to the spectrum of the as-synthesized wave packet. We further compare these spectra to the resonance linewidth of the bare cavity and verify that for both cavities the transmitted spectra of the omni-resonant ST wave packets match that of the synthesized wave packet despite being larger than the resonant linewidths. Next, we confirm that the ST wave packet retains its diffraction-free characteristics after transmission through the cavity by measuring the time-averaged intensity along the propagation axis I(x, z) with a CCD camera (ImagingSource DMK 27BUP031) that is scanned along z [ Fig. 4(a) ]. The measurements confirm that the axial evolution and the size and shape of the spatial profile of the omni-resonant ST wave packet in absence of a FP cavity [ Fig. 4(b) ] are maintained in presence of a FP cavity (Cav2) [ Fig. 4(c) ].
Finally, we examine the pulse width of omni-resonance ST wave packets upon traversing a cavity. To trace the spatio-temporal intensity profile of the wave packet, we embed the synthesis arrangement [ Fig. 3(c) ] into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The initial femtosecond pulse is directed to a reference arm where it undergoes an optical delay τ , and is then brought together with the synthesized ST wave packet. When the two wave packets overlap in space and time, spatially resolved fringes are observed whose visibility allows the extraction of the spatio-temporal profile of the ST wave packet envelope as the delay is swept [24, 25] .
We first record the pulse envelopes for a traditional wave packet before and after transmission through the cavity [ Fig. 5(b) ]. This measurement is carried out by simply idling the SLM in the synthesis arrangement. The pulse width increases from 1.3 ps to 3 ps after traversing Cav1 as the 1.6-nm-bandwidth pulse spectrum is reduced to 0.3 nm. When repeating this measurement after activating the SLM to synthesize the omni-resonant ST wave packet, an altogether different behavior emerges. The spatio-temporal profile I(x, τ ) at fixed z of the ST wave packet is shown in Fig. 5(c) displaying the X-shape characteristic of such pulsed beams where tails extend away from the wave packet center. We find that this profile is unchanged after traversing the cavity (just as its spectrum is invariant [ Fig. 3(f) ]. Sections along x = 0 of the wave-packet central feature, I(0, τ ) confirm that the temporal profile of the omni-resonant ST wave packet is unaffected by transmission through the cavity.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a general methodology for synthesizing omni-resonant wave packets through the introduction of specific spatio-temporal structure into the optical field. This approach allows the advantages accrued on resonance in a planar cavity (such as field build up) to be harnessed over a large bandwidth rather than only within the resonant linewidth [30] . This unique feature can have applications in broadband resonantly enhanced nonlinear effects. Note that so-called 'baseband' ST wave packets whose spatial spectrum can extend down to k x = 0 [43] , such as those studied here, are necessary for observing omni-resonant be-haviour, whereas X-waves [7, 19] and focus-wave modes [6, 20, 21] cannot display omni-resonance. Finally, this work points to a broader utility of ST wave packets in tailoring interactions with photonic devices through arbitrary control exercised over the spatio-temporal structure of light. 
